We are pu(ng a Windmill Sculpture on our Waterloo Headland
We’re the The South Beach Beacons CIC and we’re working with some ar9sts to put a new sculpture on the
Prom at the end of Waterloo Road. Paid for by the four organisa9ons as listed above, and chosen by local
residents the sculpture is by us and for us, local people.
We are delighted that your family is joining us to create your own windmill.
Here’s how to create your windmill, using the things in your kit and a pair of scissors.
How to
1. Fold one of your card squares in half, touching one corner to the one diagonally opposite, crea9ng a
triangle shape.
2. Open it back up and fold it again into half with the other two diagonally opposite corners touching,
and open this back up.
3. Now you can decorate your windmill. You can draw on it, you can colour it, you can s9ck preNy
things on it, like the s9ckers we have sent to you.
4. Now take your scissors and cut along the fold from each corner 2/3 of the way to the centre of the
square. Do this with all 4 corner’s folds.
5. Take one of the liNle circular glue spots in the white layers of plas9c, peel one side of plas9c oﬀ,
press the s9cky circle onto the centre of the square where the folds cross. Then pee l the second
layer of plas9c oﬀ to make it ready to s9ck something onto the centre of the square.
6. Take one ‘pointed ﬂap’ from one of the corners and curling the card, press this point onto the circular
s9cky ﬁxer, so that half of that corner is curled over and aNached to the centre of the square.
7. Move to the next corner and take the same ‘pointed ﬂap’ from that corner using another s9cky ﬁxer
to curl that over to s9ck it on top of the other point in the centre of the windmill.
8. Repeat step 6 again twice. You should now be able to see clearly your children’s windmill 3D shape.
9. Now using the one point of the scissors make a hole right through this centre, so that you can poke a
cocktail s9ck through the centre.
10. Leaving a liNle space between windmill and straw, add a ‘cone’ of plas9cine to the front of the
cocktail s9ck to keep it in place.
11. Turn your windmill over and poke the cocktail s9ck through one end of an art straw. Place another
cone of plas9cine over the back of the cocktail s9ck.
Now you have your ﬁnished windmill.
Well done! How will you decorate your next one?

We’d love a photo of your windmills to put on our Facebook page. Please ask your grown-up to send us one.
Keep an eye on our Facebook page: ‘Meet Me At The Windmill’ for details of the launch.
We hope to see you at the launch of our windmill sculpture.
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